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The experience of operation the residual lifetime automatic control system (SACOR-320) in 

NPP Units with WWER-1000 for three years and enhancement SACOR-320 functions on control 
material damage of components and pipings are considered. SACOR-320 is the part of the recent NPP 
diagnostic and informative systems. It is intended for in-service collecting and numerical analysis 
termo-mechanical loading, stress distribution and calculation current fatigue damage and possible 
flaws propagation. In addition to the continuous instrumental and analytical monitoring of NPP 
components and pipings, in-service inspections are running at regular intervals. The findings are 
applied in SACOR-320 to update the database and used to revise the calculation procedures in 
SACOR-320. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
During NPP operation, the following gauges measure components and pipings condition 

parameters:  
 standard temperature and pressure sensors for reactor plant (RP) design;  
 external thermocouples, located on piping near nozzle, where coolant flows of different 

temperature are mixed;  
 two external thermocouples on the piping section where there is coolant stratification;  
 linear position gauges on steam generators(SG) shock absorbers; 
 flowmeters, position of armature and regulators gauges. 
The following loading factors are calculated with SACOR-320: 
- temperature of internal surface by solving inverse problem of external thermocouples 

indication located on piping; 
- real moving SG per indications of linear position gauges located on the shock absorbers;  
- the average temperatures and temperature moments for piping cross sections with 

stratification coolant; 
- flooding of the coolant in various branches of auxiliary systems equipment RP. 
SACOR-320 are carried out calculates stress and damage: 
- in nozzles of equipments per the coolant pressure and temperature; 
- in pipings and in branches of pipings on equipments per the loading factors namely the 

coolant pressure, temperature compensation pipings, displacement of equipment, thermal pulses and 
stratification of coolant; 

- cross thickness of pipings for calculation the factor of stress-intensity factor and for 
calculation fatigue crack growth; 

- in zone of corrosion effect and induced damage metal equipment by operating experience. 
The residual lifetime are evaluated with SACOR-320 on two mechanism degradations: 
- accumulation of fatigue damage in metal with influence of environment; 
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- fatigue crack growth with limiting state per criteria of viscous or brittle fracture and local 
instability. 

Examples from operating experience and verification of the software SACOR-320 permit to 
conclude that SACOR-320 supports comprehensible level of accuracy of a residual lifetime evaluation 
of equipment and pipings RP /1/. 

 

LOADS ON EQUIPMENT AND PIPINGS  

 

Account of real movement of SG. When stresses are calculated, it is necessary to use the real 
equipment displacements that can differ from the design value due to friction forces that have not been 
considered and due to the effect of attached pipings. For NPPs with V-320 desing VVER-1000 linear 
position indicators are installed on the shock absorbers (S/A) that monitor the work of the given shock 
absorbers. At figure 1 are shown the measure linear position indicators on  S/A SG first loops V-320, 
that specifies the identifier of the signal. Using SACOR-320 the were calculated displacement hulls 
from the linear position indicators on S/A that were used to calculate displacement nozzle welding 
MCP to SG. Figure 2 shows the real moving hot nozzle welding MCP to SG №1, as a maximum of 
four. As the loads on the hot leg MCP would: distinct longitudinal movement (along the axis 
of the MCP) hot nozzle welding MCP to SG from temperature expansion hot leg MCP, 
transverse displacement (ortogonal to the axis of the MCP) hot nozzle welding MCP to SG, 
SG rotation angle on the vertical axis. As follows from Figure 2 the deviation of the 
longitudinal displacement of hot nozzle from thermal expansion of MCP is a small and almost 
match the desing moving. The transverse displacement linearly depends on the temperature of 
the second circuit, which speaks about the cause of this displacement caused by stress from 
the attached pipings. Taking into account that the desing load from the steam pipe to the SG is 
roughly 30 tons, and estimates indicate that the transverse displacement hot leg with this is about 
5 mm, the results are consistent with design calculations. 

 

 
Fig. 1 – Measure linear position indicators on the S/A SG-1 
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Fig. 2 – Displacement the hot nozzle welding leg of MCP to SG-1 
 

Control temperature of stratification coolant to account for the stress calculation. For 
control points in mixing zones with different temperatures of coolants that are experiencing thermal 
pulse and stratification in the desing include thermocouples on the section of the pipe. 

In-generation  SACOR-320 stratification coolant is controlled at MCP, feed water pipings on 
SG,  piping injection coolant in PR and surge line. 

To calculate the integral temperatures and temperature moments on the cross section pipings 
use the formula of /2/, which allows to calculate constants to use one basic function from a single 
jump of average temperature on the cross section. Temperature distribution of hot leg section MCP-1, 
the average temperature in cross section, as well as temperature moment, related to the geometry of 
the cross section, are shown in Figure 3. Temperature moment hot leg MCP does not exceed 60° C, 
which is approximately the temperature at MCP welcomed between top and bottom in 40 0C. On the 
horizontal section surge line is just a phenomenon of stratification coolant caused by the passage of 
coolant from the PR to the MCP and vice versa. To calculate this phenomena, there are two surface 
resistance thermometer is installed on the horizontal section of the surge line from the PR on which 
the calculated temperature moment, presented in Figure 4. 

Stratification control feed water pipings SG’s has two surface resistance thermometer at a 
distance of 200 mm from the weld connecting of feed water pipe and nozzle SG on the top and bottom 
of each section of the pipe. 

Stratification in pipings of feed water temperature of approx. size is 40 C0 and the maximum 
reaches 70C0 and using in the calculation of stress in the control points to a nozzle feed water SG №1-
4.  

Temperature moment arising from the stratification coolant in injection piping in the 
pressurized is the value almost nearly 10 C0 and the maximum reaches 40 C0. 
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Fig. 3- Stratification coolant on ноt leg MCP-1 on the measure of standard sensors during hot 
rolling 
  

 
 
Figure 4 – The temperature on the inner surface and the temperature in the surge line 
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Thermal pulse and termo shock. Temperature coolant in the surge line determined by 
solving the inverse problem for surface resistance thermometers is installed in the top and bottom of 
the cross section of the on surge line horizontal sector of a PR and a private sensors SACOR-320. 

The temperature on the inner and outer surface of the pipe of almost matches that can only be 
done if the slow processes in the surge line. 

Analysis of the data showed that the rate of temperature change is about 0.1 °C per second, 
which results in a repetition of the temperature profile on the inner surface of the surge line 
temperature on the outer surface, but with some delay. 

Changes of temperatures coolant with higher speeds in the zone of surface resistance 
thermometers installed on horizontal sector of the surge line middle to PR. 

As identified on the surge line thermal pulse caused by incorrect configuration of the 
regulator of the injection.  

Figure 5 clearly visible multiple thermal pulse coolant in the surge line near the MCP. 
The analysis showed that the thermal pulse at about one cycle at 3-3, 5 minutes and an 

amplitude of 55 °C led to the accumulation of fatigue damage that was automatically considered 
overall SACOR-320  accumulated fatigue damage. 

After adjusting regulator thin injection pulse stopped, and the last regime considering in the 
value fatigue damage accumulated over time. 

 

 
Figure 5-Temperature coolant change in the surge line 
 
Temperature on the inner surface of the nozzle injection PR were determined by solving the 

inverse problem for the two surface resistance thermometers. On the nozzle injection there was no 
significant thermal pulse, so the temperature of the outer and inner surface of the pipe to the injection 
nozzle is almost identical. Temperature of the inner surface of the nozzle injection in PR were 
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determined by solving the inverse problem for the two surface termocouples. On the nozzle injection 
were marked  thermal pulse temperature coolant in the value of 40 0C. 

In the presence of differential pressure on the main circulation pump (MCP) temperature 
coolant in the nozzle feed coolant of the first circuit is equal temperature coolant in the corresponding 
loop, and in the absence of differential pressure temperature coolant in the nozzle feed of the first 
circuit is equal temperature of the feed water and in case an imbalance arises-feeding purge modes 
with thermal shock. 

Unit V-320 design with VVER-1000 were fixed regimes with to thermal pulse 
feedwater. The mode on the processes occur rather slowly with the frequency of one cycle per 
half hour, on the one hand, removes the temperature gradient through the thickness of the 
pipe, and with another - increases the amplitude of the pulsations. That is the main load factor 
is the drop between the temperature of the feed water and steam temperatures of SG. Figure 6 
shows loads calculated SACOR-320 by measuring with multiple thermal pulse used in the 
calculation of stresses at the feed water nozzle of SG-3. Stratification feed water pipings is of 
little value, but should be considered in calculating the stress in the control points on the feed 
water nozzle SG 1-4. 

 

 
Fig. 6 - The result of the solving inverse problem for the sensors on the feed water pipe 
 

CALCULATION OF LOCAL STRESSES IN THE CONTROL POINTS ON THE 

REAL MEASURE. 

 
The stress state of the pipings is calculated in stratification coolant conditions subject to real 

displacements SG vessel. Control points on the nozzle pipings on the equipment and pipe RP are 
under the influence of fow temperature and therefore they should be taken into account thermal shock 
and thermal pulse.  
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Impacts associated attached pipings are estimated through the boundary forces and moments by 
average temperatures and temperature moment cross section puipes. Also it takes into account the 
loading pressure. 

The calculation of stresses in the attachment of hot collector to SG vessel are carried out with 
loads of the impact of pressure 1 and 2 circuits, temperature compensation MCP in real SG 
displacement, stratification of the coolant in MCP and the water temperature in the SG that are 
presented in Figure 7. The pressure of the second circuit at Figure 7 was increased by 10 times. 
Namely pressure determines the extreme stress. Evidently from the calculations of the stress of the 
control points in the attachment of hot collector to SG vessel follows that the impact of real SG vessel 
displacement and stratification of the coolant in the MCP is a minor and therefore special measures to 
mitigate these impacts are not required, and it is expected their contribution to the accumulation of 
fatigue damage will be automatically considered SACOR-320. 

SACOR-320 calculated stress occurring in the control points of the piping system pressure 
compensation. Dependence of the calculated stress at a control point on the nozzle welds the surge line 
to the MCP from time is shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 9 shows the change stress at the control points of feed water pipe. After identifying the 
impact of the control points of the feed water nozzle SG means SACOR-320 works have been done by 
adjusting start-stops regulators and this impact has almost stopped from 19.01.2010 year.  

This was determined to reduce the number of feed water thermal pulse and lower amplitude. That 
is the main load is the temperature between of the feed water and steam temperatures of SG.  

 

 
 
 

Fig. 7. Stress at the control points in the attachment of hot collector to SG vessel 
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Figure 8 - Variation of the stress caused by the thermal pulse coolant on the nozzle welds to 

the surge line to the MCP 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Stress in the control points feedwater nozzles SG 
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CALCULATES THE ACCUMULATED FATIGUE DAMAGE AND RESIDUAL 

RESOURCE 

 
The numerical models allow to control the stress of all selected nodes pressure compensation 

system in operation and identify the quantitative effect of the loads factor on the damage that occurs in 
the selected zone. 

Hot running of for Unit V-320 design with VVER-1000 has gave in October 2009. The trial 
operation has started in January 2010. The maximum accumulation of fatigue damage at the control 
points on the equipment at the end of January 2010 was as follows: 

 the nozzle welds to the surge line to the MCP 4 - 0.0585  
 the nozzle feed water on SG-3 - 0.00174   
 the nozzle feed coolant on MCP-1 -  
 flexible hot leg MCP-1 under SG (stretched part) - 0.000148 
 nozzle control and protection system on the cover of the reactor - 0.00739 
 on the weld to the surge line with nozzle on MCP 4 - 0.011224. 
Similarly for another Unit V-320 design with VVER-1000 trial operation, which 

began in January 2010, for a number of control points accelerated accumulation of fatigue 
damage accelerated accumulation of fatigue damage had occurred in the initial stage of 
commissioning. Table 3.1 shows the values of the accumulated fatigue damage and residual 
resours on 15.11.2012, inclusively, the three most loaded control points: 

This confirms once again the need for the introduction of controls of the residual resours 
from the early timing of the start of the Unit and accounting cycles damage during start-up NPP. 
 
Table 3.1 - The value of accumulated fatigue damage and residual resours on the most loaded control 

points. 

Control points Residual 
resours 

Fatigue 
damage 

YA32PD14B                           
The nozzle feed coolant on MCP-1 (loop holes) 66.1018 0.0156 

YA41PD11B                           
The nozzle joining to the surge line to the MCP 4 39.8983 0.0255 

YC00PD13A  
The nozzle control and protection system on the cover of the reactor 49.3111 0.0208 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
On the results of the pilot operation of SACOR-320 at V-320 design units with VVER-1000 

was shown the application of this system to identify non-design impacts during start-up NPP tests. In 
particular, it is showed increased thermal cycling stress on the surge line, nozzle feed coolant on MCP 
and nozzle the feed water on SG. The examples of addressing these impacts on equipment RP by 
change  algorithms regulators was considered. 

Indications of on the linear encoder mounted on hydraulic shock absorbers SG permit to 
obtain real displacements SG vessel. These movements are considered in stress on equipment RP. 
There are analyzed the obtained results and is shown their compliance with design, which is a 
deviation from the permissible value. 

The possibility of controlling the quantity of coolant in the stratification of MCP, surge line, 
piping injection and feed water pipings is studied. The effect of stratification on the accumulation of 
fatigue damage unlike thermal pulse is negligible. It is considered automatically by SAKOR-320. 
However, value of stratification should be kept in mind, because this is creating common thermal 
stresses and can lead to plastic deformation. It finally can lead to breach of criteria LBB concept. 

The possibility of stress state control in check zones on operating experience as an example 
nozzle welds collector to SG vessel with all the loading factors and the ability to identify loads leading 
to unacceptable stresses is achieved. 
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